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Tagged-particle separation

The technique of magnetic separation is a successful method to select cells with a desired

property. In practice, one has commercial magnetic particles that attach to a given desired

antigen on the cell’s membrane. The cells are then carried in suspension in a channel,

where a field pulls from the magnetised particles, which are then driven into a separate path

and collected. Several people in PMMH (M Hoyos, M. Martin,...) have been involved in

separation techniques. Fast and efficient separation techniques would be of great use. For

example, if one could detect the minutest traces of cancer cells, very early detection could

be achieved.

The idea behind this work, done in collaboration with J-L Iguain, is the following proposal:

instead of using the magnetic field to pull from the particles, we use it to spin them, and

then we use purely hydrodynamic means to separate the spinning particles. The advantage

is that applying a torque is easier than pulling, since the former is proportional to the field,

while the latter to its gradient.

Let us make an order of magnitude estimate (see Fig. 1). The force exerted by a field H
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FIG. 1 A magnetic particle of magnetic dipole m, radius a in a field H and a liquid of viscosity η.

Left: the field is constant. Right: the field rotates and the particle rolls.

on a particle of radius a, and magnetic moment m is m∇H, and this creates a velocity of

order m∇H
ηa

in a liquid of viscosity η. On the other hand, suppose the particle could rotate on

a surface, and we apply a rotating field. The angular velocity obtained is mH
ηa3 , and the linear

speed is then ∝ mH
ηa2 . The ratio of speeds obtained through rotation and through pulling is
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then ∼ l/a, where l is the distance over which the field varies, typically the radius of the

channel. This ratio is very large.

In practice, we do not use such a simple setup. We have tried two, and tested them

with Stokesean dynamic simulations 1. In the first setup (Fig. 2) we sediment a mixture of

spinned (magnetised) and non-spinned (unmagnetised) particles. The effect of the agitation

created by spinning is to float the magnetised particles to the surface, as shown in figure

2. The second setup is a channel with obstacles. The spinning particles avoid the obstacles

FIG. 2 Sedimentation of particles forced to rotate (white), and left alone (black). Stokesean

dynamic simulation.

following large arcs, and thus diffuse in a completely different way (Figs. 3).

FIG. 3 Diffusion by random obstacles (not shown) of free particles (left) and rotating particles

(right).

Together with J-L Iguain, we obtained a patent for this theoretical idea.

1 see G. Bossis and J.F. Brady, J. Chem. Phys. 91, 1866 (1989)
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Together with D. Bartolo (now at PMMH) we are planning to set up a channel with

specially designed obstacles, made by lithographic methods that are already available, to

test the separation of rotating particles.


